VI/ public opening of the "Grosvenor" Children's Ward at the London Temperance Hospital, took place in the afternoon of May 11th. The ceremony was attended by a large number of visitors, who seemed greatly interested in the inmates of the pretty cots, 14 in number, and especially in two delicate babies lying in swinging cots in the centre of the tastefully decorated ward. The whole of the hospital was open for inspection, and the exquisite order of the ?nursing appliances, the brightness of the airy wards, the neatness of the convenient little kitchens were alike admirable.
The nurses' uniforms are specially commendable, being in every respect suitable for work amongst the sick. DIET DISPENSARY.?So far we do not possess over here an establishment of this sort, and financially it sounds a trifle doubtful.
Some ladies in St. Louis are, however, trying how they can make it succeed. New-laid eSSs> jellies, beef tea, broth, and other invalids' dishes are to be kept always ready and they will be furnished to patients on their presenting a written prescription from a doctor as they would for medicine. Poor people cannot afford such ?things, could they even make them, and it is thought that rich people may be glad to avail themselves of the dispensary; and it is hoped that the payments of the rich will be sufficient to enable the poorer people to be qppplied at the lowest cost.
?T)R.
SUTTON AND HIS STUDENTS.?In one of his lectures to students, the late Dr. Sutton "gave a certain piece of advice, which applies so exactly to the nurse of the present day, that if our readers will but change the words "MedicalMan "into "QualifiedNurse,"and the "he" into " she," the practical suitability of the lesson contained in the iollowing passage is self-evident: " Don't underrate the influence of your own personality. Learn to give confidence to your patients. On his way to become a medical man the student has to pas? through three stages : First he doesn't know; then, he thinks he knows ; then he knows he doesn't know, but he stands on his feet like a man and gives confidence to his patients." <TTHE FADDISTS OF THE DAY.?Mr. Boyd Carpenter, VI/ in his speech at the meeting of the Metropolitan ?and National Nursing Association, made most appreciative mention of the change which takes place in a sick person's room when a trained nurse enters into possession, and earnestly advocated the need for an increased band ?of qualified workers, which ought not to be so difficult of attainment when the amount of energy wasted in London is considered.
He spoke of the " mere faddist of the day,"
as contrasted with the earnest worker with very sound sense.
We must, most of us, have in our minds instances of work commenced with enthusiasm and disastrously ended by those most incompetent of busybodies, the " dabblers in charity," and, worst type of all, the dabblers in sick nursing amongst the poor. (1) Micrococcus. These are just like round or oval dots and they possess no power of movement.
(2) Bacillus. These are rods in which the length is from two to four or more times the breadth.
(3) Spirilla. Almost worse ia the case of the paralysed patients, who are literally more helpless than bibies. However, a good beginning, in the right direction, has been made in each workhouse infirmary where a fully-trained matron has been placed at the head of the nursing department, and a better supply of efficient workers will doubtless be granted by-and-bye.
The hospital matron is a personage of very special interest to most of our readers. Happily the doubtful title, " Lady Superintendent," is nearly obsolete, for we fancy it appertained to the days when untrained ladies held these posts, and perhaps it was as descriptive a designation of that order of things as could be found.
Of course, a few of these untrained ladies still hold these important positions, but they are getting more rare year by year, and we can therefore anticipate the day when such anomalies shall no longer exist.
If nurses are to be taught and trained efficiently, it 33 necessary to place over them a lady who knows more than themselves, not only theoretically, but practically. Unless she has gone through a thorough training herself, in day and night nurses' duties, she cannot be considered a competent matron, for she is unable to judge accurately of the relative value of details, or to estimate fairly the amount of work which each nurse or probationer should have expected of her.
With the best intentions in the world, she cannot be just in deciding points of which she has practically no knowledge.
She may pick up opinions from other people, but " opinions" must not be confounded with experience, and a matron who is driven to form herjudgments on hearsay is no fit ruler of women.
Alas ! Women do not always govern well, they are too often moved by impulse, by personal feelings, by instinctive bias towards the first side of a question presented to them, by a number of small considerations which do not affect the calmer, if slower, male mind. Sometimes a too sensitive conscience is a hindrance to impartial government, and again a less, sensitive one is a snare.
Above all other qualities, a good matron aims at strict justice. She never decides a question against an absentsubordinate ; but on all occasions gives opportunity for explanations to be offered by the accused, whether the fault be small or great. The ideal matron is, firstly, a good woman ; secondly, a wise lady ; and thirdly, a perfect nurse,, and one who will never rest contented until her training school in as celebrated for its high moral tone as for theperfection of the teaching.
Of the type of woman who combines flirtations with the serious work she professes, we have as little to say as of the perfectly "proper," but narrow-minded one, whose pettiness excludes all sympathy with those whose natures are greater than her own. Both are harmful as guides, and the latter makes more enemies than the former, for the flirt is generally pleasant, and therefore has a certain popularity eveD amongst her critics. The agreeable " woman of the world," although no true nurse, is alwaysa favourite with strangers, but those who work under her would give a less satisfactory verdict on her influenoe.
The matron whose work holds the first place in her thoughts, who lives amongst her nurses, taking a kindly interest in their " play" as well as in their work and in their personal comforts; fesling sympathy with their weakness and failures as well as pride in their successess, will be served faithfully and lovingly, none the less because all know that she never lowers for an instant that high standard of excellence which she is bent on attaining for them and for herself.
A writer has lately pointed out in the Queen that since the County Council has been made responsible for the teaching of domestic science another opening for women workers occurs.
There has been some difficulty in obtaining qualified teachers, and some of these after having been only a very short time preparing for an examination in their subject are at once enabled to gain a salary of ?100 a year and upwards. It may sound a good deal more important to be a high school mistress, but considering the number of applicants for a post of any sort nowadays, it would be well for young women to turn their attention County Council wise. This lecturing would be a delightful occupation to a woman who thoroughly knew her subject, infinitely to be preferred to the tedious existence of many a private governess, and the scope of the work will quickly grow larger. {Technical ?eacbersf ( To be continued.)
